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Any comments about the midterm?
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OVB, Bad Controls



Omitted Variable Bias



Recap: OVB (Very important!)

We can summarize everything of OVB in three equations. Let Yi
be the outcome variable, Xi our regressor of interest, and Zi the
”omitted” variable.

[Long regression] Yi = c1 + βLXi + λZi + γLCi + ei
[Short regression] Yi = c2 + βSXi + γSCi + ui

[Auxiliary regression] Zi = c3 + πXi + γACi + vi
Then, the Omitted variable bias formula states that:

βS︸︷︷︸
Short =

= βL︸︷︷︸
Long +

+ λ︸︷︷︸
Omitted ×

· π︸︷︷︸
Included

We call λπ the omitted variable bias. We can appraise the
direction of the bias by multiplying our guesses for the signs of
λ and π. If either λ = 0 or π = 0, then OVB is zero! 2



Bad controls

• Some controls are called ”bad controls”. These are:
1. Variables that are themselves outcomes of a treatment:

What happens if you control for the change in English test
scores in the regression below?

2. Variables that moderate the treatment effect: If gender
affects earnings because gender affects occupational
choice, then controlling for occupation shuts down this
channel

• Rule of Thumb: Good controls are either pre-determined
or immutable characteristics.

• Example: Education, income, ZIP code at birth, current ZIP
code
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Recap: RCTs



RCTs

• In RCTs, the treatment is randomly assigned: So it is, by
definition, independent of any other characteristics at
baseline

• Can we test whether this is true in the data?
• Therefore, any ”good control” is not necessary to remove
OVB

• But: We still need to be careful about bad controls,
because these happen after the treatment
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Balance table

• If we test 100 baseline characteristics: How often would we
expect p-values below 0.05 if our randomization worked?

• Do you think randomization worked in this case?
5



Exam review



How to approach an exam question

1. Think: About the question, about the real world
2. Start with the numbers you see

• One-sentence summary
• Direction (positive or negative?)
• Statistical significance (significant or insignificant, level?)
• (Economic) magnitude (big or small?)

3. Then: Establish whether estimated relationship is causal
or not

• What do the results mean? Correlation (interesting) or
causality (policy-relevant)

• Is X-variable randomized? Do we have valid
counterfactuals?

• If not: Do you expect bias? Of which sort (OVB, reverse
causality, bad controls, . . . )?

• Find a plausible story for bias (using the OVB formula)

There are no traps! 6
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